VORTEX WEB SOLUTIONS
SERVICES PROPOSAL
Prepared for {$FirstName} {$LastName} / {$Email}
{$_date|date_format:”F d, Y”}

OVERVIEW
Vortex Web Solutions is pleased to submit this proposal for services to support {$FirstName} {$LastName} in achieving its goals
for improving customer satisfaction by providing training and post-sales support for its new order entry and fulfillment system.
We have partnered with dozens of small businesses throughout the Northeast—businesses committed to improving the
customer experience through convenience, accuracy of orders, and timely delivery.

The Objective
• Increase conversion rates on website
• Build a streamlined fulfillment process
• Create a mobile friendly design

The Opportunity
• Design and build a brand new website
• <Goal #2: Integrate sales training with functional training on new system>
• <Goal #3: Monitor sales volume, return rates, and key satisfaction metrics for 6 weeks following training>

The Solution
{$Description}

OUR PROPOSAL
{$CompanyName} has a well-deserved reputation for quality customer service. However, faced with changes in distribution
systems, economic impacts to transportation and logistics, and limitations that prevent taking full advantage of improvements
in technology, {$CompanyName} faces the possibility of decreasing sales revenues due customer perceptions of slow delivery
and services.
We have developed solutions to help businesses stay ahead of customer satisfaction trends and propose that {$CompanyName}
implement a logistics solution focused on JIT order management and automation of many manual steps in your delivery
process. Our solution easily integrates with a wide range of off-the-shelf CRM solutions and can enable {$CompanyName} to
fully realize the benefits of improved productivity throughout the entire sales cycle. Most importantly, we provide the training
and support for this new solution that ensures your staff can ramp up quickly and realize concrete improvements in sales
closure, customer satisfaction, and sales metrics.
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Rationale
[Describe your reasons for developing the project as you have proposed it. You may need to justify why you have chosen your
unique approach. Consider including the following points in your rationale.]

• Research
• Market opportunities
• Alignment with mission
• Current resources/technology

Execution Strategy
Our execution strategy incorporates proven methodologies, extremely qualified personnel, and a highly responsive approach to
managing deliverables. Following is a description of our project methods, including how the project will be developed, a
proposed timeline of events, and reasons for why we suggest developing the project as described.
[Summarize your strategy based on your research into the client’s needs, your experience in providing similar services to other
clients, etc.]

Technical/Project Approach
[Describe the details of how the project will be managed from start to finish. This will include your specific methodologies for
completing deliverables, project management tools and techniques, communications with the client, methods to evaluate and
mitigate risk, and how the project will be evaluated.]

Resources
[Describe the resources you have in place or plan to acquire, such as qualified contractors, facilities, and technology.]

Project Deliverables
Following is a complete list of all project deliverables:
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Deliverable

Description

<Deliverable #1>

<Brief description>

Timeline for Execution
[Summarize the timeline of project-related events from start to finish.]

Key project dates are outlined below. Dates are best-guess estimates and are subject to change until a contract is executed.
[In the table that follows, include all important dates related to the project, broken down by date and duration. The
descriptions shown are for illustration purposes only: replace them with meaningful descriptions related to your project. Items
can include such things as payment and project milestones, installation schedules, meetings, or reviews.]

Description

Start Date

End Date

Duration

<Project Start>
<Milestone 1>
<Milestone 2>
<Phase 1 Complete>
<Milestone 3>
<Milestone 4>
<Phase 2 Complete>
<Milestone 5>
<Milestone 6>
<Project End>

Supplied Material
The following materials are to be supplied by {$CompanyName} for this project. For <Your Company> to meet project
milestones, this material must be supplied on schedule. The due dates included in the following table represent our best guess
based on current proposed project dates:
Materials to be supplied by {$CompanyName}
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Due Date*

*We cannot be responsible for cost overruns caused by client’s failure to deliver materials by agreed-upon due dates.

EXPECTED RESULTS
[Describe the results expected from the project and why your approach will achieve those results.]

We expect our proposed solution to ClientName’s requirements to provide the following results:

Financial Benefits
• <Result #1: Brief description of desired result>
• <Result #2: Brief description of desired result>
• <Result #3: Brief description of desired result>

Technical Benefits
• <Result #1: Brief description of desired result>
• <Result #2: Brief description of desired result>
• <Result #3: Brief description of desired result>

Other Benefits
[Use this section to describe less tangible benefits such as increased morale or improved customer satisfaction.]

PRICING
The following table details the pricing for delivery of the services outlined in this proposal. This pricing is valid for <## days>
from the date of this proposal:
Services Cost <Category #1>
Website Design
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Price
{$Amount}

Total Services <Category #1> Costs

<$0,000.00>

Services Cost <Category #2>
Facilities
License Fees
Equipment Rental
Training
Travel
Marketing
Shipping/Handling
Total Services <Category #2> Costs
Services Cost <Category #3>

Total Services <Category #3> Costs
Total

{$Amount}

<Sample> Disclaimer: The prices listed in the preceding table are an estimate for the services discussed. This summary is not a
warranty of final price. Estimates are subject to change if project specifications are changed or costs for outsourced services
change before a contract is executed.

QUALIFICATIONS
<Your Company> is continually proven to be an industry leader for <high quality/guaranteed> <product/service> in the
following ways:
[Describe what sets your company apart from your competition (your unique selling proposition).]

• <Unique point #1>
• <Unique point #2>
• <Unique point #3>
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[Describe the strengths of your company, focusing on specializations that are most relevant for this project. As appropriate,
include additional strengths of your unique selling proposition that provide benefits the customer may not have articulated.
Identify qualifications that support your ability to address specific client needs for the project.
Provide information that shows how you can meet the required schedule, such as staffing/subcontractors and percentage of
time devoted to the project.]

SIGNATURE
We look forward to working with {$Company} and supporting your efforts to improve your website. We are confident that we
can meet the challenges ahead, and stand ready to partner with you in delivering an effective IT support solution.
By signing below, you agree to the terms set forth in this proposal.

\s1\
____________________________________
{$FirstName} {$LastName}, {$Email}
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